second formula from physics tells us how "fast" our car slows down (if this is a continuous process). The slow down distance is s (a,v) = 1/(2a) × v 2 with a parameter that depends on the quality of the road, the breaks and on the weather. Driving on a good road with a good car and with good weather this parameter is about 7 and if there is ice on the road it goes down to 1.
The stopping distance is the sum of the reaction distance and the slow down distance. Let us see a graph that shows this (Fig  1) . If you react fast (1 second) the stopping distance depends only on the speed you drive.
The graph in Fig 1 shows what we expected from the formulas i.e. we have the sum of a linear and a quadratic function. In short this means that each "good" rule for a safe stopping distance of cars has to include a quadratic component. All rules like "the safe stopping distance should be the way you drive within a second (or two seconds)" are not really good because they only take care for the reaction element. If there is an obstacle that will not move (like a lost object on the road) you will need the full stopping distance to stop in time.
Now let us change the scenario and take a 2 seconds reaction time and bad conditions. The new graph looks like that shown within Fig 2. It is clear that it is very dangerous to drive with high speed in this situation.
How to use this for teaching?
From my point of view it is possible to use this basic information in different ways.
First proposal: Estimating and measuring of speed
Due to safety reasons (for example crossing the street in front of the school) it is useful if students learn to estimate the speed of an approaching car. From an educational standpoint this is a good theme because it opens a wide field of discoveries for students. A good starting point for this step is to pose the real world problem: What are good conditions to cross a road without an accident? Discussing this question with the students might lead to several more detailed questions like these:
1. What time do I need to cross the road?
2. How far away is the next car?
3. How fast is it driving/how long will it take until it is here?
To answer the first question students should be invited to think about a strategy to answer it. Which data is useful? Are there any experiments they could plan to get data? If the teacher tells them: "Your way across the street is 12 metres and your speed is 6 km/h" the open and motivating situation is reduced to a simple calculation task. Students should be able to find out that they need the width of the road and their personal walking or running speed. They can answer the first question for example with a rope and a linear measure.
Cars and Calculation: Some Proposals for Teaching Real World Mathematics -Juergen Maasz The second part of the first question leads to some funny experiments at school. How is it possible to find out the personal speed? In general two ways seem to be successful. One way is to measure a path at school and to mark several distances: 1 m, 2m, 3m, … 20 m. Then the first student starts walking (if possible with a constant speed -the students will find out why this is very helpful) along the path and two other students look at a clock to find out how many seconds this student needs to walk a distance of 1m, 2m, … 20m (or longer). The other way is to let the student walk while the others look at their clock and try to find out what distance he walked after 1 sec, 2, sec, 5 sec, 10 sec. If the students want to know what they have found out, they need to make a list of data (time/distance or distance/time) and maybe then they have the idea to make a graph that shows the linear function with some mistakes caused by measurement errors. I do not think it is necessary to explain in detail how the parts of this learning situation fit together. But I should point out that some reflection (looking back at the experiment and the way results were found), with the help of the teacher, could enable the students to better structure their data and/or find out a relationship by themselves. One aspect of the reflection should be the exactness of measurement and the consequence of mistakes, for example: What should we do if it is too difficult to find out the walked distance each second? If we rounded the distance to a full decimetre -how big is the mistake when we calculate the speed?
The idea to help students answer the second question seems simple: The students should mark a scale near the street in both directions e.g. beginning exactly at the main school gates. Another idea is to fix some special objects like the next building, a tree, a crossing road and measure the distance. So they know if the car is near the tree it is about … metres away.
When the students have learned to find out their own speed (walking and running) they can proceed to the third question. Using the scale or the known distances to buildings, trees etc. and a clock, the students apply their knowledge about speed measuring.
Remark: This might be a good situation to practice some statistics. The question is: What is the speed of the cars driving near school or on another road? How many drive within the speed limits? How many are faster? What is the average speed?
If the teacher likes to finish the first step on this level of mathematics, it is useful to give some information about stopping distances of cars as a table or list. The students should go back to the street in front of their school and remember points like this: If a car is approaching at 50 km/h, the minimum safety distance to cross the road is … when the car is further than that tree or building. such tasks that could be solved by using quadratic functions and equations. Answer: about 50 km/h
Third proposal: Road capacity
What is the maximum road capacity? If we have a road with one lane in one direction and no chance to overtake, how many cars can pass a point at the road in one hour? The answer is not easy to find and it is surprising. You will need some basic analysis to calculate.
The first idea is usually an estimation: many people think that the maximum number of cars will pass the point if they all drive as fast as possible. How many cars? Please write down your estimation! Maybe the students decide to prove their estimation with some empirical data. So they go out to a road inside or outside the town/city and/or to a motorway (for example a bridge crossing it) and count cars. Planning this correctly, they use their knowledge about speed (see proposal one) to gather some data about road capacities and the speed of cars.
The second idea is usually calculation. How can we calculate the number of cars passing one point at the road within one hour? This seems to be too difficult because there might be different types of cars and/or lorries, with different speeds and travelling different distances, and other factors to consider e.g. there is an accident on the road during rush hour. So we start off with a simplified model. Let all cars be identical with identical speeds and identical distances. This reduces the open questions and gives a picture like this:
Let us start with some estimated values that will be changed into variables later: Now we should change our point of view. We now no longer stand at one point near the road and count. We walk along the road and count the cars that are on the road? How far do we have to walk? 60 km! The car that will pass our starting point is 60 km away and will reach our starting point exactly after one hour because it has a speed of 60 km/h. Walking along the road (in our mind, not by foot!) we pass all the cars that will pass the starting point within one hour. How many cars? Each car uses a space of L + s (length of the car and distance to the next car). X = number of cars/h = speed (in units of metres per second)/actual distance each car uses (measured in metres m per car)=(60 km/h x 1000)/(L + s) m/car=(60 km/h×1000)/55 m= 1091 cars/h.
Did you estimate this? What did the students estimate? Many people think that many more cars could pass the road within one hour. Perhaps we took the wrong values? I have recalculated this using the formula for safety distance, 2 seconds reaction time and good conditions (a = 7). The result is very close to the first estimation, 1031 cars/h. Now I proceed to variables instead of fixed values. If we use some analysis (or a software package such as Mathematica or Maple or Derive) we find the maximum road capacity is 30, 12 km/h if all cars are identical, drive with the same optimal safety distance and with the same speed.
Conclusion and reflection:
Is this realistic? How does the result change if we admit different cars, different speeds and different (but safe) distances? The capacity is sinking. However, if we compare the result of this calculation and the empirical data, we find that in reality more than about 1000 cars per hour often drive on one single lane road in one direction. What is the reason? The main reason is that not all car drivers drive with safety distance. The typical distance is shorter. This raises the capacity of the road, but it makes it more dangerous to drive.
Other aspects of "cars and calculation" I have worked with include: "cars and associated costs", and "cars and ecology" (see [1] ).
Although this example may appear to be at a basic level, I hope that you agree that some of the techniques could equally be applied to the teaching and learning of mathematics, statistics and operational research within Higher Education.
